
 
New Items from SPRING 2020

 
DVD - Movies and TV Series

Beautiful day in the neighborhood / 

Tells the story of the friendship between the host of television series
"Mister Rogers' neighborhood" Fred Rogers and journalist Tom Junod

Yesterday / 

After a mysterious blackout, a struggling musician and songwriter ends
up being the only one who remembers the songs of Beatles, so he goes
on performing and presenting the songs as his own

Norm of the North: 

Overwhelmed by his duties as king, Norm wants to make more time for
his family, so he takes them on a journey to recover his stolen crown

Parasite / 

Follows the Kim family as they begin providing luxury services to the
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wealthy Park family but are soon caught in an underhanded struggle to
maintain their new lifestyle

Playing with fire / 

Three firefighters suddenly have their hands full when they rescue a
trio of rambunctious kids

Toy Story 4 

Woody has always been confident about his place in the world, and that
his priority is taking care of his kid, whether that’s Andy or Bonnie. So
when Bonnie’s beloved new craft-project-turned-toy Forky calls himself
“trash,” Woody decides to teach Forky how to embrace being a toy. But
a road-trip adventure with old and new friends, including an
unexpected reunion with his long-lost friend Bo Peep, shows Woody
how big the world can be for a toy. ALERT

Motherless Brooklyn / 

A private detective who suffers from Tourette's syndrome investigates
the murder of his friend and mentor
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Big little lies 

Follows three mothers of first graders and how the arrival of single
mom Jane changes all their lives
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